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The Equality Illusion-Kat Banyard 2010-04-29 In The Equality Illusion, 'the most influential young feminist
in the country' (Guardian) and UK Feminista founder Kat Banyard argues passionately and articulately
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that feminism continues to be one of the most urgent and relevant social justice campaigns today. Women
have made huge strides in equality over the last century. And yet: Women working full-time in the UK are
paid on average 17% less an hour than men 1 in 3 women worldwide has been beaten, coerced into sex, or
otherwise abused because of her gender Of parliamentary seats across the globe only 15% are held by
women and fewer than 20% of UK MPs are women 96% of executive directors of the UK's top hundred
companies are men Structuring the book around a normal day, Banyard sets out the major issues for
twenty-first century feminism, from work and education to sex, relationships and having children. She
draws on her own campaigning experience as well as academic research and dozens of her own
interviews. The book also includes information on how to get involved in grassroots action.
The Illusion of Freedom and Equality-Richard Stivers 2009-01-07 Explores how Enlightenment values have
been transformed in a technological civilization.
Gender Equality in the Caribbean-Gemma Tang Nain 2003-01-01
The Illusion of Equality-Martha Albertson Fineman 1994-06 How do "no-fault," "gender-neutral" divorce
reforms actually harm the lives of women and children they are designed to protect? Focusing on the
language and symbols of reform, Martha Fineman argues that by advocating measures based on equality
of treatment rather than of outcome, liberal feminists disregarded the socioeconomic factors that
simultaneously place women at a disadvantage in the market and favor their taking on primary domestic
responsibilities. She traces in persuasive detail the detrimental effects of equality rhetoric in shaping
divorce law — such as the legal separation of parents' and children's interests; equality replacing need as
the prime criterion for settlements; and the increase of state intervention into family life. More than a
critique, this book is an incisive argument for adopting outcome-oriented measures and a valuable
overview of the pitfalls of uncritically implementing any rhetoric as social policy.
White Christian Privilege-Khyati Y. Joshi 2020-07-07 Exposes the invisible ways in which white Christian
privilege disadvantages racial and religious minorities in America The United States is recognized as the
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most religiously diverse country in the world, and yet its laws and customs, which many have come to see
as normal features of American life, actually keep the Constitutional ideal of “religious freedom for all”
from becoming a reality. Christian beliefs, norms, and practices infuse our society; they are embedded in
our institutions, creating the structures and expectations that define the idea of “Americanness.” Religious
minorities still struggle for recognition and for the opportunity to be treated as fully and equally legitimate
members of American society. From the courtroom to the classroom, their scriptures and practices are
viewed with suspicion, and bias embedded in centuries of Supreme Court rulings create structural
disadvantages that endure today. In White Christian Privilege, Khyati Y. Joshi traces Christianity’s
influence on the American experiment from before the founding of the Republic to the social movements
of today. Mapping the way through centuries of slavery, westward expansion, immigration, and citizenship
laws, she also reveals the ways Christian privilege in the United States has always been entangled with
notions of White supremacy. Through the voices of Christians and religious minorities, Joshi explores how
Christian privilege and White racial norms affect the lives of all Americans, often in subtle ways that
society overlooks. By shining a light on the inequalities these privileges create, Joshi points the way
forward, urging readers to help remake America as a diverse democracy with a commitment to true
religious freedom.
Illusions of Emancipation-Joseph P. Reidy 2019-01-15 As students of the Civil War have long known,
emancipation was not merely a product of Lincoln's proclamation or of Confederate defeat in April 1865. It
was a process that required more than legal or military action. With enslaved people fully engaged as
actors, emancipation necessitated a fundamental reordering of a way of life whose implications stretched
well beyond the former slave states. Slavery did not die quietly or quickly, nor did freedom fulfill every
dream of the enslaved or their allies. The process unfolded unevenly. In this sweeping reappraisal of
slavery's end during the Civil War era, Joseph P. Reidy employs the lenses of time, space, and individuals'
sense of personal and social belonging to understand how participants and witnesses coped with drastic
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change, its erratic pace, and its unforeseeable consequences. Emancipation disrupted everyday habits,
causing sensations of disorientation that sometimes intensified the experience of reality and sometimes
muddled it. While these illusions of emancipation often mixed disappointment with hope, through periods
of even intense frustration they sustained the promise that the struggle for freedom would result in
victory.
The Illusions of Egalitarianism-John Kekes 2007 In this systematic and scathing attack on the dominant
contemporary version of liberalism, John Kekes challenges political assumptions shared by the majority of
people in Western societies. Egalitarianism, as it's widely known, holds that a government ought to treat
all citizens with equal consideration. Kekes charges that belief in egalitarianism rests on illusions that
prevent people from facing unpleasant truths. Kekes, a major voice in modern political thought, argues
that differences among human beings in the areas of morality, reasonability, legality, and citizenship are
too important for governance to ignore. In a rigorous criticism of prominent egalitarian thinkers, including
Dworkin, Nagel, Nussbaum, Rawls, Raz, and Singer, Kekes charges that their views present a serious
threat to both morality and reason. For Kekes, certain "inegalitarian truths" are obvious: people should
get what they deserve, those who are good and those who are evil should not be treated as if they had the
same moral worth, people should not be denied what they have earned in order to benefit those who have
not earned it, and individuals should be held responsible for their actions. His provocative book will
compel many readers to question their faith in liberalism.
Shattered-Rebecca Asher 2012 "Today women outperform men at school and university. They make a
success of their early careers and enter into relationships on their own terms. But once they have
children, their illusions of equality are swiftly shattered. Shattered exposes the - often invisible inequalities perpetuated by the state, employers, the parenting industry, and even ourselves. Drawing on
the experiences of mothers and fathers both in the UK and around the world, and examining everything
from work practices to relationship dynamics and beyond, Rebecca Asher sets out a manifesto for a new
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model of family life."--Book jacket.
The Illusion of Equality-Murray Milner 1972
Gender Equality in the Welfare State?-Pascall, Gillian 2012-04-27 The relationship between gender and
welfare states is of key importance in understanding welfare states and gender equality and inequality.
Western welfare states of the post-war era were built on assumptions about gender difference: they
treated men as breadwinners and women as carers. Now governments are committed in principle to
gender equality. But how far have they come from male breadwinner assumptions to gender equality
assumptions? How much do gender differences continue in UK social policy and social practice? The book
analyses the male breadwinner model in terms of power, employment, care, time and income, providing a
framework for chapters which ask about policies and practices for gender equality in each of these. This
new approach to analysis of gender equality in social welfare contextualises national policies and debates
within comparative theoretical analysis and data, making the volume interesting to a wide audience.
A Bite of the Apple-Lennie Goodings 2020-02-27 In this insightful memoir Lennie Goodings takes the
reader behind the scenes at Virago, the feminist press that she has led for twenty years. Moving from
Virago's early days of independence, through its various commercial incarnations, the author reflects on
idealistic publishing and how it feels to be a beacon for change.
Pimp State-Kat Banyard 2017-07-06 Never before have prostitution, strip clubs and pornography been as
profitable, widely used or embedded in mainstream culture as they are today. How society should respond
to the rise of the sex trade is shaping up to be one of the Twenty-First Century's big questions. Should it
be legal to pay for sex? Isn't it a woman's choice whether she strips for money? Could online porn warping
the attitudes of a generation of boys? An increasingly popular set of answers maintains that prostitution is
just work, porn is fantasy, demand is inevitable; so fully legalise the sex trade and it can be made safe. Kat
Banyard contends that these are profoundly dangerous myths. Sexual consent is not a commodity,
objectification and abuse are inherent to prostitution, and the sex trade poses a grave threat to the
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struggle for women's equality. Skilfully weaving together first-hand investigation, interviews and the latest
research, Pimp State powerfully argues that sex trade myth-makers will find themselves on the wrong side
of history.
British Cultural Identities-Mike Storry 2013-02-15 In British Cultural Identities, Mike Storry and Peter
Childs assess the degree to which being British impinges on the identity of the many people who live in
Britain. They analyze contemporary British identity through the various and changing ways in which
people who live in the UK position themselves and are positioned by their culture today. Using examples
from contemporary and popular culture, each chapter covers one of seven intersecting themes: place and
environment education, work and leisure gender, sex and the family youth culture and style class and
politics ethnicity and language religion and heritage. This new edition is fully updated to include Britain's
relationship with the wider world, changes in university education and testing in schools, the trend
towards electronic entertainment and social networking, the new impact of 'class', and the culture of
political leaking.
Illusions of Equality-Robert M. Buchanan 1999 "The residential schools for deaf students established in
the nineteenth century favored a bilingual approach to education that stressed the use of American Sign
Language while also recognizing the value of learning English. But the success of this system was
disrupted by the rise of oralism, with its commitment to teaching deaf children speech and its ban of sign
language. Buchanan depicts the subsequent ramifications in sobering terms: most deaf students left
school with limited educations and abilities that qualified them for only marginal jobs. He also describes
the insistence of the male hierarchy in the deaf community on defending the tactics of individual
responsibility through the end of World War II, a policy that continually failed to earn job security for Deaf
workers."--BOOK JACKET.
21st Century Girls-Sue Palmer 2013-03-07 An absolute must-have parenting guide to raising girls in the
21st century. 'There can be no keener revelation of a country's soul than the way it treats its children.'
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Nelson Mandela Childhood, as a stage in human development, has been steadily eroded. Children today
are introduced to 21st-century adult values and behaviour at an increasingly early age, long before they
are developmentally ready to cope with them. We expend immense time and effort attending to their
material needs while simultaneously neglecting their developmental needs. In this important polemic, Sue
Palmer believes that if we do not get a grip on this problem soon, the increase in developmental disorders,
behavioural difficulties and mental health problems recorded by experts over recent decades will soon
spiral out of control. Sue discusses challenges faced in the 21st century including: -the problems facing
parents in an age of materialism -the way gender wars have intensified those problems -the debate about
the 'female brain' -the reasons why contemporary culture can be so damaging for children, especially girls
-the challenges involved in detoxifying family life Every parent, grandparent, teacher and carer of girls
needs to read this book.
The European Illusion-Attac Austria 2018-12-02 Does the EU have the potential to become the "social and
democratic Europe" that has been presented to us as a political ideal for decades? ?We must shatter the
European illusion and demystify many of our most beloved images of the EU. Only then can we stop
arguing over the false dichotomy of "reform or exit", and look for the strategies towards the EU and
beyond.
Gendering women-Clisby, Suzanne 2016-02-17 Gendering Women is an engaging and accessible account
of how constructions of femininity fundamentally affect women's mental wellbeing through the life course.
Led by women’s life history accounts of growing up and growing older in the north of England, this book
shows how experiences of becoming and being a woman – in family life, education, employment,
motherhood and situations of violence – both enable and erode self confidence and esteem. The challenges
to women’s mental wellbeing cut across age and class differences and have profound impacts on the
material conditions of women’s lives throughout the life course. This is in turn a driver of inequality that is
often under-recognised in mainstream policy. Based on feminist and ethnographically informed research
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with over five hundred women Gendering women provides a critical link between gender theory and the
lived realities of women’s daily lives and will appeal to students and academics in sociology and social
sciences.
Spring Fever-Andrew C McCarthy 2012-09-18 The first fundamental truth about the "Arab Spring" is that
there never was one. The salient fact of the Middle East, the only one, is Islam. The Islam that shapes the
Middle East inculcates in Muslims the self-perception that they are members of a civilization implacably
hostile to the West. The United States is a competitor to be overcome, not the herald of a culture to be
embraced. Is this self-perception based on objective truth? Does it reflect an accurate construction of
Islam? It is over these questions that American officials and Western intellectuals obsess. Yet the
questions are irrelevant. This is not a matter of right or wrong, of some posture or policy whose subtle
tweaking or outright reversal would change the facts on the ground. This is simply, starkly, the way it is.
Every human heart does not yearn for freedom. In the Islam of the Middle East, "freedom" means
something very nearly the opposite of what the concept connotes to Westerners – it is the freedom that
lies in total submission to Allah and His law. That law, sharia, is diametrically opposed to core components
of freedom as understood in the West – beginning with the very idea that man is free to make law for
himself, irrespective of what Allah has ordained. It is thus delusional to believe, as the West's Arab Spring
fable insists, that the region teems with Jamal al-Madisons holding aloft the lamp of liberty. Do such
revolutionary reformers exist? Of course they do . . . but in numbers barely enough to weave a fictional
cover story. When push came to shove – and worse – the reformers were overwhelmed, swept away by a
tide of Islamic supremacism, the dynamic, consequential mass movement that beckons endless winter.
That is the real story of the Arab Spring – that, and the Pandora's Box that opens when an American
administration aligns with that movement, whose stated goal is to destroy America.
Delusions of Gender: How Our Minds, Society, and Neurosexism Create Difference-Cordelia Fine
2011-08-08 Using findings from the latest information in developmental psychology, neuroscience and
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education, this book debunks the assumed differences between male and female brain function and
reveals the brain's remarkable plasticity and the influence of culture on identity. Reprint.
Equality on Trial-Katherine Turk 2016-05-23 In 1964, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act outlawed workplace
sex discrimination, but its practical meaning was uncertain. Equality on Trial examines how a generation
of workers and feminists fought to infuse the law with broad notions of sex equality, reshaping
workplaces, activist channels, state agencies, and courts along the way.
It's Not Over-Michelangelo Signorile 2015-04-07 The author of Queer in America offers “brilliant advice”
for safeguarding the future of gay rights (The Advocate). Marriage equality is the law of the land. Closet
doors have burst open in business, entertainment, and even major league sports. But as Michelangelo
Signorile argues in his most provocative book yet, the excitement of such breathless change makes this
moment more dangerous than ever. Signorile marshals stinging evidence that an age-old hatred,
homophobia, is still a basic fact of American life. He exposes the bigotry of the brewing religious
conservative backlash against LGBT rights and challenges the complacency and hypocrisy of supposed
allies in Washington, the media, Silicon Valley, and Hollywood. Just as racism did not disappear with the
end of Jim Crow laws or the election of Barack Obama, discrimination and hostility toward gay Americans
hasn’t vanished simply by virtue of a Supreme Court decision. Not just a wake-up call, It’s Not Over is also
a battle plan for the fights to come in the march toward equality. Signorile tells the stories of lesbian, gay,
bisexual, and transgender Americans who have refused to be merely tolerated and are demanding full
acceptance. He documents signs of hope in schools and communities finding new ways to combat
ignorance, bullying, and fear. Urgent and empowering, It’s Not Over is a necessary book from “one of
America’s most incisive critics and influential activists in the movement for gay equality” (The Intercept).
Welfare State and Welfare Society-William Alexander Robson 2018-07-20 Originally published in 1976,
Welfare State and Welfare Society breaks away from the prevailing notion that the welfare state is mainly
concerned with the well-being of the entire nation. The book distinguishes the welfare state from the
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welfare society, and shows that there is often a yawning gulf between public policy and how people feel,
think and behave. The book examines critically, the policies which have been adopted or advocated as
relevant to a welfare state, and inquires how far the hopes and expectations centred on it have been
realised.
Julia Kristeva and Feminist Thought-Birgit Schippers 2011-04-15 This book appraises the relationship
between contemporary feminism and Julia Kristeva, a major figure in Continental thought. It addresses
the conflicting range of feminist responses to Kristeva's key ideas and Kristeva's equally conflicting as well
as am
Unspeakable Things-Laurie Penny 2014-07-03 Shortlisted for the Green Carnation Prize 2014 Laurie
Penny, one of our most prominent young voices of feminism and dissent, presents a trenchant report on
our society today--and our society tomorrow, as she is willing to fight to see it. Smart, clear-eyed, and
irreverent, Unspeakable Things is a fresh look at gender and power in the twenty-first century, which asks
difficult questions about dissent and desire, money and masculinity, sexual violence, menial work, mental
health, queer politics, and the Internet. Celebrated journalist and activist Laurie Penny draws on a broad
history of feminist thought and her own experience in radical subcultures in America and Britain to take
on cultural phenomena from the Occupy movement to online dating, give her unique spin on economic
justice and freedom of speech, and provide candid personal insight to rally the defensive against eating
disorders, sexual assault, and internet trolls. Unspeakable Things is a book that is eye-opening not only in
the critique it provides, but also in the revolutionary alternatives it imagines.
Female Football Fans-C. Dunn 2014-04-18 Most sociological work on football fandom has focused on the
experience of men, and it usually talks about alcohol, fighting and general hooliganism. This book shows
that there are some unique facets of female experience and fascinating negotiations of identity within the
male-dominated world of men's professional football.
Breathing with Luce Irigaray-Lenart Skof 2013-08-15 Contributors to this volume consider the
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implications of 'the Age of Breath': a spiritual shift in human awareness to the needs of the other figured
through breathing. Awareness of the breath allows us to attend to our bodies and the bodies of others, to
animals, nature, other cultures, oppressed minorities, and the other of sexual difference. As a way to
connect body and spirit, self and other, nature and culture, and East and West, breathing emerges as the
significant theological and philosophical gesture of our time. Philosophy has too often cut off metaphysical
thought from this living, breathing world with its animal and female bodies, just as religious traditions
have repressed the breathing flesh in favour of calcified word. The re-introduction of breath into
philosophy and theology draws our awareness back to the body, to respect for the other, and to nature,
making awareness of the breath essential for an embodied ethics of difference in our globalized,
ecological age. These themes are addressed by an international team of scholars, including Luce Irigaray.
The Illusion of Equality-Martha Albertson Fineman 1994-06 How do "no-fault," "gender-neutral" divorce
reforms actually harm the lives of women and children they are designed to protect? Focusing on the
language and symbols of reform, Martha Fineman argues that by advocating measures based on equality
of treatment rather than of outcome, liberal feminists disregarded the socioeconomic factors that
simultaneously place women at a disadvantage in the market and favor their taking on primary domestic
responsibilities. She traces in persuasive detail the detrimental effects of equality rhetoric in shaping
divorce law — such as the legal separation of parents' and children's interests; equality replacing need as
the prime criterion for settlements; and the increase of state intervention into family life. More than a
critique, this book is an incisive argument for adopting outcome-oriented measures and a valuable
overview of the pitfalls of uncritically implementing any rhetoric as social policy.
The Spirit Level-Richard Wilkinson 2011-05-03 It is common knowledge that, in rich societies, the poor
have worse health and suffer more from almost every social problem. This book explains why inequality is
the most serious problem societies face today.
The Illusion of Freedom and Equality-Richard Stivers 2009-01-07 Explores how Enlightenment values have
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been transformed in a technological civilization.
Anthem-Ayn Rand 2020-12-01 Equality 7-2521 finds himself out of step with the collectivist society of the
future, and discovers a means to freedom in Ayn Rand’s fable of the individual in conflict with society.
First published in 1938, Anthem takes place in a dystopian future world in which humanity is enduring a
new dark age, human life is regimented in every respect and personal identity has been all but snuffed out
by a totalitarian government. The narrator, writing his story in secret, realizes he is a criminal simply for
having thoughts of his own. Exploring the ruins of a previous civilization he discovers relics, conducts
forbidden experiments and learns enough to question the very structure of his society. Can he share this
knowledge with his fellow citizens? The author strips the relationship of humanity to civilization down to
its bare essence in this modern parable that starkly illuminates the challenge an oppressive government
presents to individuality. With an eye-catching new cover, and professionally typeset manuscript, this
edition of Anthem is both modern and readable.
Masters of Illusion-Frank S. Ravitch 2007-04-01 Many legal theorists and judges agree on one major
premise in the field of law and religion: that religion clause jurisprudence is in a state of disarray and has
been for some time. In Masters of Illusion, Frank S. Ravitch provocatively contends that both hard
originalism (a strict focus on the intent of the Framers) and neutrality are illusory in religion clause
jurisprudence, the former because it cannot live up to its promise for either side in the debate and the
latter because it is simply impossible in the religion clause context. Yet these two principles have been
used in almost every Supreme Court decision addressing religion clause questions. Ravitch unpacks the
various principles of religion clause interpretation, drawing on contemporary debates such as school
prayer and displaying the Ten Commandments on courthouses, to demonstrate that the neutrality
principle does not work in a pluralistic society. When defined by large, overarching principles of equality
and liberty, neutrality fails to account for differences between groups and individuals. If, however, the
Court drew on a variety of principles instead of a single notion of neutrality to decide whether or not laws
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facilitated or discouraged religious practices, the result could be a more equitable approach to religion
clause cases.
Through Nature to Christ, Or, The Ascent of Worship Through Illusion to the Truth-Edwin Abbott Abbott
1877 Beginning with the belief that religion is a natural human activity, the author draws on art, science
and morality to make a case for the truth of Christianity.
Hopeless-Jeffrey St. Clair 2012-05-15 "Those who feel that like lemmings they are being led over a cliff
would be well-advised not to read this book. They may discover that they are right."—Noam Chomsky
“Jeffrey St. Clair and Joshua Frank have skillfully smoked out the real Barack Obama . . . the technofascist
military strategist disguised as a Nobel Peace Laureate, but owned, operated, and controlled by Wall
Street, Corporate America, and the Pentagon.”—Thomas H. Naylor, co-author of Affluenza, Downsizing the
USA “The writers assembled here hit hard, with accuracy, and do not pull punches."—Marcus Rediker,
author of The Slave Ship: A Human History The Barack Obama revolution was over before it started,
guttered by the politician’s overweening desire to prove himself to the grandees of the establishment.
From there on, other promises proved ever easier to break. Here's the book that dares not let Obama off
the hook. It's all here: the compromises, the backstabbing, the same old imperial ambitions. Covering all
major "Obummer" categories since he took office, this fast-paced collection will delight the critical and
offer food for thought for those contemplating the 2012 electoral circus—and beyond. Jeffrey St. Clair is
co-editor of CounterPunch, author of Born Under a Bad Sky and Been Brown So Long it Looked Green to
Me, and co-author of Whiteout: The CIA, Drugs, and the Press. Joshua Frank is an environmental journalist
and co-editor of Red State Rebels: Tales of Grassroots Resistance in the Heartland. His investigative
reports and columns appear in CounterPunch, Chicago Sun-Times, Common Dreams, and AlterNet.
The Western Illusion of Human Nature-Marshall Sahlins 2008 Reflecting the decline in college courses on
Western Civilization, Marshall Sahlins aims to accelerate the trend by reducing "Western Civ" to about
two hours. He cites Nietzsche to the effect that deep issues are like cold baths; one should get into and
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out of them as quickly as possible. The deep issue here is the ancient Western specter of a presocial and
antisocial human nature: a supposedly innate self-interest that is represented in our native folklore as the
basis or nemesis of cultural order. Yet these Western notions of nature and culture ignore the one truly
universal character of human sociality: namely, symbolically constructed kinship relations. Kinsmen are
members of one another: they live each other's lives and die each other's deaths. But where the existence
of the other is thus incorporated in the being of the self, neither interest, nor agency or even experience is
an individual fact, let alone an egoistic disposition. "Sorry, beg your pardon," Sahlins concludes, Western
society has been built on a perverse and mistaken idea of human nature.
Nothing But the Truth-Avi 2010-01-01 Ninth-grader Philip Malloy's suspension for humming "The StarSpangled Banner" during homeroom becomes a national news story.
The Economic Illusion-Robert Kuttner 1987-11-29 In The Economic Illusion Robert Kuttner sets out to
refute the conventional view that a more egalitarian distribution of income and services is only achievable
at the expense of a prosperous and growing capitalism. By carefully examining issues where economic
growth and social justice appear to be in conflict--issues such as social security, protectionism, income
taxation, and welfare--he convincingly argues that equality and economic prosperity are not mutually
exclusive pursuits. As a means to reconcile equality with efficiency--i.e., prosperity--Kuttner argues for
economic polices that would deemphasize private markets, for an increase in trade protection, and for an
adapted version of the technical approaches of such countries as Sweden, Germany, Austria, and Japan.
Kuttner concludes his arguments with the suggestion that injustice is not necessarily an economic issue
and that practical social alternatives are possible.
The De Moor Size-weight Illusion-Edgar Arnold Doll 1913
The Illusions of Egalitarianism-John Kekes 2007 In this systematic and scathing attack on the dominant
contemporary version of liberalism, John Kekes challenges political assumptions shared by the majority of
people in Western societies. Egalitarianism, as it's widely known, holds that a government ought to treat
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all citizens with equal consideration. Kekes charges that belief in egalitarianism rests on illusions that
prevent people from facing unpleasant truths. Kekes, a major voice in modern political thought, argues
that differences among human beings in the areas of morality, reasonability, legality, and citizenship are
too important for governance to ignore. In a rigorous criticism of prominent egalitarian thinkers, including
Dworkin, Nagel, Nussbaum, Rawls, Raz, and Singer, Kekes charges that their views present a serious
threat to both morality and reason. For Kekes, certain "inegalitarian truths" are obvious: people should
get what they deserve, those who are good and those who are evil should not be treated as if they had the
same moral worth, people should not be denied what they have earned in order to benefit those who have
not earned it, and individuals should be held responsible for their actions. His provocative book will
compel many readers to question their faith in liberalism.
The Free Will Delusion-James B. Miles 2015-03-28 Poverty is not accident, but design. We are not all equal
before the law. And the central message of contemporary ethics is that only some people matter.
Expanding on work described as “crucial” and “very fine and provocative” by the Editor of The Oxford
Handbook of Free Will, author James Miles now shows not only that free will is a delusion but that it is this
delusion that has left us with only the illusion of morality. Belief in free will means never having to
acknowledge your own great good fortune, or recognise the far greater misfortune of others. It is the
conceit of freedom of the will that today ensures that so many at the bottom are denied any chance of
social and economic advancement. Some free will theorists even argue that we need not be concerned
with ideals of equality, fair play and opportunity. Is this fair? “Is it fair...? Life isn’t fair”, shrugs the free
will philosopher Dan Dennett. Yes, life is not fair, and if we leave it up to the priests and the philosophers,
it never will be. The Free Will Delusion is an eloquent and rousing call to arms that we can be, we must
be, better than this.
A Poetic for Sociology-Richard Harvey Brown 1989-03-07 For too long, argues Richard Harvey Brown,
social scientists have felt forced to choose between imitating science's empirical methodology and
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impersonating a romantic notion of art, the methods of which are seen as primarily a matter of intuition,
interpretation, and opinion. Developing the idea of a "cognitive aesthetic," Brown shows how both science
and art—as well as the human studies that stand between them—depend on metaphoric thinking as their
"logic of discovery" and may be assessed in terms of such aesthetic criteria of adequacy as economy,
elegance, originality, scope, congruence, and form. By recognizing this "aesthetic" common ground
between science and art, Brown demonstrates that a fusion can be achieved within the human sciences of
these two principal ideals of knowledge—the scientific or positivist one and the artistic or intuitive one. A
path, then, is opened for creating a knowledge of ourselves and society which is at once objective and
subjective, at once valid scientifically and significantly humane.

This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this the equality illusion
truth about women and men today kat banyard by online. You might not require more times to
spend to go to the ebook instigation as with ease as search for them. In some cases, you likewise get
not discover the statement the equality illusion truth about women and men today kat banyard that
you are looking for. It will extremely squander the time.
However below, subsequent to you visit this web page, it will be correspondingly certainly easy to
get as well as download guide the equality illusion truth about women and men today kat banyard
It will not consent many mature as we accustom before. You can do it though produce a result
something else at house and even in your workplace. correspondingly easy! So, are you question?
Just exercise just what we allow under as well as evaluation the equality illusion truth about
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